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WHO ARE WE: YOUR NEW DIGITAL MARKETING CONSULTANCY? 

BRANDS RECOGNITION

We’ve worked many brands in the retail and 
eCommerce space, from startups to scale ups to 
well known global brands

In 2021, we were voted within the top 50 digital agencies by our 
clients and also our peers (other agencies) & won 3 awards for 
our work with Specsavers (Content Awards & Masterclassing)



HEALTHSPAN: ACQUIRING NEW CUSTOMERS 

Challenge
Healthspan challenged Curated to double new customers from PPC 
advertising. A difficult challenge given a highly reduced marketing spend 
combined with an ageing audience becoming less likely to buy.

Solution & results
We determined that the best opportunity to grow new customers via a 
younger audience was to extensively revamp Google Shopping activity 
and build out higher funnel research terms for paid search campaigns.

As well as this, we mapped out a Boston Matrix for each product group 
to ensure that we maximised pushing the products where we saw the 
biggest opportunities in the market. Being early adopters of automatic 
bidding also helped target the right customers.
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842% increase in new 
customers through Google 

shopping  

327% increase in new 
customers through Paid 

Search 



THE FORMATIONS COMPANY (TFC): INCREASED REVENUES & EFFICIENCY

Challenge
In a time of economic uncertainty, TFC needed to maintain volume to sustain 
business growth. In a highly competitive PPC space with rising costs there 
was an additional requirement to maintain CPA & push higher value products 
too.

Solution & results
In a highly competitive, changing market, with ambitious CPA targets, The 
Formations Company needed to be agile in their response

Curated introduced a mixture of Rules & Automated Bidding in the Paid 
Search accounts which resulted in bids & budgets being updated on a daily 
basis. This resulted in PPC channels seeing a 14% decrease in CPA in 2020 by 
focusing on the searches which were converting.

Whilst spend was reduced, and the market size was smaller, Curated 
supported TFC in reaching higher value customers. Through audience 
changes, display remarketing & lookalike campaigns we were able to drive a 
12.5% increase in average sale value.
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HOBBS: PROVING THE WORTH OF PAID SOCIAL

Challenge
Hobbs had never run any social media advertising prior to Curated so our 
challenge was to prove to them that they could drive revenue and and a 
positive return through Facebook & Instagram advertising.

Solution & results
As a well known brand, we initially went heavy on remarketing through 
Facebook, as well as targeting users who had shown an interest in 
competitor brands - and as such likely to be interested in Hobbs. 

We utilised Facebook catalogue ads to deliver bespoke remarketing ads 
that would serve product groups in a carousel format, based on what they 
had visited on the site.

We also used sales and spikes in demand such as Black Friday to drive 
volume at key points in the year.
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Paid social became a core component of Hobbs paid media 
channel mix, and drove consistently strong results.



CHESNEYS: LAUNCHING A BRAND NEW PRODUCT RANGE

Challenge
Chesneys launched a new outdoor barbecue heater product range in March 
2019. A great product but one which no one was searching for it

Our challenge was to raise awareness for the product, educate on its USPs, 
and drive sales in store and online. 

Solution & results
A full 360 digital strategy to raise awareness & education including the 
production of content focused around key unique selling points of the 
product, sharing with highly targeted audiences across social networks, and 
remarketing with product focused ads.

We also advertised event appearances across social media, and ran local ads 
for their showrooms & core stockists to support with in-store sales.    

Chesneys online revenue during the busy summer retail months increased 
in excess of 2,000%. Content and social advertising generated excellent 
engagement levels higher up the funnel.
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ORBITSOUND: A RECORD BREAKING BLACK FRIDAY

Challenge
Orbitsound tasked us to break their record number of speaker sales in a 
month through Black Friday sale activity in November 2018 whilst keeping 
cost per acquisition low.

Solution & results
Ensuring strong visibility on higher funnel research terms in the weeks 
leading up to Black Friday - building up a mailing list & remarketing 
audiences along the way.

We retargeted these potential customers with low-funnel, conversion 
focused messaging in combination with sales focused Black Friday keyword 
phrases We were aggressive with our spend on Google shopping, 
appearing above major UK retailers and brands on generic search terms.
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435% ROI CPA well below target

Orbitsound recorded their highest ever monthly revenue



STEPHEN EINHORN: DRIVING LUXURY ECOMMERCE SALES 

Challenge
Stephen Einhorn were getting great engagement from their PPC activity but it 
wasn’t translating into sales. They challenged us to drive sales and support 
their in-store activity through paid social, search & display in 2018.

Solution & results
We recognised that this was a high priced item, and that our audience would 
be very niche. We implemented highly detailed audience adjustments into our 
accounts in order to reach those most likely to convert.

We also knew this was a product which would require consideration before 
purchase, we therefore used display advertising through AdRoll, as well as 
remarketing lists on search to re-engage with our audience after their first 
interaction.

Whilst budgets remained the same we hit some impressive figures:
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Paid channel ROAS of 210% 90% growth in revenue YoY



SWEATBAND: CONTENT, COMMUNITY & COMMERCE

Challenge
Sweatband are a sporting goods store, with a spike in demand caused by 
lockdown and a new website launch, Curated was needed to guide on 
digital strategy and inform content direction.

Solution & results
Onsite copy was optimised along with a focus on clear product category 
copy & landing pages being built. This was informed by in-depth keyword 
mapping, optimising for PAA questions with structured data. 

Communities were built & integrated a CRM platform within the business 
which allowed for greater customer understanding & personalisation. 
 
The introduction of a CRM and email strategy was also important in order 
to focus on retention, and save future costs of acquiring customers.

Overall, the new Sweatband website has been a success, with the updated 
copy & category pages playing a large part in providing a greater customer 
experience. 



Challenge
As one of the first companies to take CBD oil to market. Curated were 
tasked with delivering a digital strategy for Healthspan with the goal of 
driving organic visibility and sales for a trending product. 

Solution & Results
Curated provided Healthspan with key product insights, i.e. the 
difference between CBD & Hemp? Is it safe? 

We developed a hub that successfully married search intent with social 
sentiment: addressing usage queries alongside concerns over its safety, 
establishing Healthspan as an authority on the product.

HEALTHSPAN: DRIVING CBD SALES THROUGH CONTENT MARKETING

Out ranked key competitors 
with 750 ranking keywords

New content accounted for 
25% of total website traffic

CBD oil became Healthspan’s best selling product


